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found vegetation and a vegetable soil. On the common, on
the contrary, there was almost no vegetable soil, and scarce
any vegetation. The upper layer of mould, scanty at first,
had been stripped off by repeated parings, and carried away
for fuel; and for hundreds of acres together the boulder clay
lay exposed on the surface, here and there mottled by a tuft
of stunted heath, but covered by no continuous carpeting of
even moss or lichen. Were such the state of the entire
island, it would be wholly uninhabitable: it is the rights of
individual property alone that have preserved Pomona to its

people. Even a wood of any value is never suffered to grow
on a common, unless, perchance, in the uninhabited recesses
of a country: no peasant ever dreams of sparing a sapling in
order that it may expand into a tree for the benefit of his

neighbour's children. The winter is severe, and, standing in
need of fuel, he cuts the promising plant down by a stroke
of his bill, and, fagoting it up with several hundred others,
he carries it home to his fire. Property in land is, we repeat,
real property,-property held not merely for the benefit of
individual proprietors, but also for the best interests of the

community; for, did all the land belong to all, it would be
of no value to any.

Such were some of our reflections as we walked on from
field to field into the open country. In approaching a small
stream that divided the lands of two proprietors, we startled
a hare that had been couching amid a plot of turnips. It ran
downwards for a few score yards along a furrow, stopped short,
looked round, resumed progress, cleared the little stream at
a bound, and was then lost to our view amid a brake of furzo

that skirted one of the fields of the neighbouring proprietor.
As we walked on, and, after crossing the streamlet, were ris

ing on the hill-side, beside a field laid down with wheat, we

raised a covey of partridges. They went whirring above our

head, and, reversing the course of the hare, flew over the
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